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Zoo choo is slowly coming out of hibernation! it is currently pretty groggy so it's temperature dependent, call to check if it is running.


Mill Mountain Zoo
Conservation | Education | Destination 
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Open 7 days a week from 10am-5pm
last admission at 4PM
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enjoy unlimited visits!
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conservation
Mill Mountain Zoo is a refuge to animals that are critically endangered, vulnerable, or otherwise non-releasable due to injury or captive birth. Not only do we protect and preserve the health and viability of these vulnerable animals in our guardianship. MMZoo is the region's leader in wildlife conservation. Additionally, we participate in research and species survival programs.
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[image: Bear and log]Education
Mill Mountain Zoo is the only zoological entity in Virginia's Blue Ridge offering educational programming that is specifically tied to Virginia's SOL academic standards. In a typical year, Mill Mountain Zoo reaches approximately 9,000 children through educational programming on the mountain - plus 12,000 more people, mostly children, through outreach programs.

[image: Bali Snow Leopard]Destination
Mill Mountain Zoo is a local treasure that hosts over 55,000 visitors annually from throughout the region. The Zoo is a historic asset to the community and stimulates economic growth by contributing to tourism.


upcoming events
Apr

13


Breakfast With The Animals - Nibbling with the Natives
Have you ever wanted to have breakfast and learn about animals that you can find right here in your backyard? Join us for Nibbling with the Natives! 

Learn More



Apr

21


Members Only Breakfast With The Animals - Nibbling with the Natives
Members Only Nibbling with the Natives promises to be a private affair, ensuring our valued members the coveted opportunity to partake in our highly sought-after Breakfast with the Animal programs without the concern of missing out due to program capacity constraints.

Learn More



Apr

27


Party for the Planet
Celebrate Earth Day with Mill Mountain Zoo and Clean Valley Council. Chat with zookeepers and participate in earth-friendly activities for the whole family! Plus... the unveiling of Art to Rescue the River mosaics.

Learn More







zoo News
The Latest News:
April 3, 2024
Breakfast with the Animals
Join us for our popular event, Breakfast with the Animals! It's fun for the whole family with breakfast and amazing tidbits about some of our coolest animals! We hope to see you there!



In The Media:
April 2, 2024
Everything New at Mill Mountain Zoo!Kiana Nowall, zoo educator, spoke with 7@four on the new things coming to Mill Mountain Zoo.



Press Release:
April 7, 2024
GET READY TO ROAR: MILL MOUNTAIN ZOO’S BREAKFAST WITH THE ANIMALS KICKS OFF WITH ‘NIBBLING WITH THE NATIVES’!Mill Mountain Zoo is thrilled to announce the return of its highly anticipated event, Breakfast With the Animals, for the year 2024.



Blog:
March 13, 2024
Creating an MMZ accountHow to make a Mill Mountain Zoo Account
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support The Zoo
Your support allows the Mill Mountain Zoo to continue our conservation efforts and educate hundreds each year.


Learn More


Donate Now
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Sign Up for our Annual Newsletter
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Mill Mountain Spur Roanoke, VA 24014
PO Box 8159 Roanoke, VA 24014
(540) 343-3241
© 2023 Mill Mountain Zoo | Contact Us
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